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Job Description
Hiring Department

Pan Asian Trading - Equity Finance/ SBL

Role

Analyst (Graduate Analyst)
Mizuho Securities Asia is looking for a junior Analyst for our Equity Finance Desk
in the Pan Asian Trading team. This person would assist the team in covering
businesses of stock lending, stock borrowing, and funding/ financing activities.
This position is based in Hong Kong and the role responsibilities and
requirements are:

Job Description








Role Prerequisites





Prepare client analysis on credit and collateral, as well as the overall
preparation for grading and pricing loans.
Review lines of credit on an annual basis and build recommendations for
renewal or modification as required.
Extract client’s data across multiple systems and conduct analysis and
preliminary review of credit.
Review loan documentation to ensure accuracy and compliance. Assist
Lenders with preparation of loan documentation at times.

Bachelor degree required. A concentration in Finance, Economics or a
related field preferred. (Fresh graduates will also be considered).
Excellent verbal and written communication skills in Japanese, English
and preferably Chinese.
Proficient in Microsoft Office with basic programming skills.
Strong interpersonal skill with various levels in the organization.
Detailed minded, organized and able to multi-task.

About Mizuho Securities
Mizuho Securities Asia (“MHSA”) is a Japanese investment banking and securities firm. It is a core
subsidiary arm of Mizuho Financial Group, the second-biggest Japanese financial services
conglomerate.
With our base in Hong Kong, MHSA provides a wealth of financial products and services covering
regional brokerage, sales, trading, research, corporate finance, ECM, DCM and M&A advisory. Our
clients are diverse, ranging from financial institutions and hedge funds to governments and multinational
professional investors.
Application Method
Submit aplications to recruitment@hk.mizuho-sc.com with the subject <Application for Equity
Trading Graduate Analyst Role>.

